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What do Twitter bots do?

Accelerate the spread of information



Source: Claire Wardle & Hossein Derakshan, 2017 https://firstdraftnews.org/infodisorder-definitional-toolbox/
D

Types of 
Bad 
Information



https://twitter.com/cb_doge/status/1529172165634838528



How do we research facts?







Fake article, lasted on Wikipedia >1 year





Fake article, lasted on Wikipedia >11 years



Humans are easy to fool



Murray Gell-Man (PhD ‘51)

1969 Nobel Prize
Winner in Physics



"By dropping a famous name I 
imply greater importance to 

myself, and to the effect, than it 
would otherwise have."

– Michael Crichton, Author





“Australia does not exist. All things you call "proof" are actually well
fabricated lies and documents made by the leading governments of the
world. Your Australian friends? They're all actors and computer generated
personas, part of the plot to trick the world.”

“Australia does not exist!”
(shared 20,000+ times on Facebook)



“Australia does not exist. All things you call "proof" are actually well
fabricated lies and documents made by the leading governments of the
world. Your Australian friends? They're all actors and computer generated
personas, part of the plot to trick the world.”

“If you think you've ever been to Australia, you're terribly wrong. The plane
pilots are all in on this, and have in all actuality only flown you to islands
close nearby - or in some cases, parts of South America, where they have
cleared space and hired actors to act out as real Australians.”

“Australia does not exist!”
(shared 20,000+ times on Facebook)





“A lie gets 
halfway around 
the world before 
the truth has a 
chance to get its 
pants on.” 

Sir Winston 
Churchill





“Falsehoods are 70 percent more likely to be 
retweeted on Twitter than the truth”

“False news reached 1,500 people about six 
times faster than the truth”



How deceptive content and 
disinformation are created: 
deepfakes and other fakery



Alan Turing 
proposed what is 
now known as the 
“Turing Test” in 
1950



“Turing’s prediction may well come true. But it 
will be a dreadful anticlimax. The most obvious 
problem with Turing’s challenge is that there is 
no practical reason to create machine 
intelligences indistinguishable from human ones. 
People are in plentiful supply. Should a shortage 
arise, there are proven and popular methods for 
making more of them.”

– “Artificial Stupidity”, The Economist, 1992









Source: Chris Umé https://metaphysic.ai



Are deepfakes as good as 
Hollywood VFX?



Source: Shamook https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrHXA2cSpNU



Source: Shamook https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrHXA2cSpNU









Other types of “deepfakes”: 
images, audio, text













thispersondoesnotexist.com
(Philip Wang, using Nvidia StyleGAN)













Source: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3



Source: https://thismarketingblogdoesnotexist.com





How deception and 
disinformation propagates:

bots, fraud & abuse



Poker bots play 
better than most 

humans



Ticketing bots will 
buy up tickets for 

resellers



Sneaker Bots





Click bots will generate fake ad clicks



Bot ≠ Fake





1 Undeclared bots Content is algorithmically generated, but pretends to be human

2 Transparent bots Discloses that it’s a bot, retweeting interesting tweets containing 
certain keywords for example

3 Role bots Automatically generated content for an organization for a specific 
purpose, such as @NYTimes tweeting out its own headlines

4 Impersonators Falsely claim to be someone they are not

5 Transparent multiple accounts Legitimate users with multiple accounts registered to them, but 
disclosed, such as @JoeBiden and @POTUS

6 Sockpuppet / burner accounts People or organizations using multiple undisclosed accounts to 
look like multiple people

7 Pseudonymous accounts People using only one account, but under a pseudonym

8 Mass-registered accounts Thousands or millions of accounts registered en masse by a 
single organization or individual, mainly for sockpuppet use

Many different types of irregular accounts



Facebook removed >3B fake accounts in 6 mos
…but 43 million still got through





Biggest security problem in the 
world: stolen passwords







What normal web traffic looks like
Source: F5 Credential Spill Report 2018



Traffic at a top US retailer
Source: F5 Credential Spill Report 2018



Fake login attempts were 92% of traffic
Source: F5 Credential Spill Report 2018



Top Luxury Retailer
Web Login

99.9% 
Login requests non-human 
visitors

Top 5 Hotel Chain 
Mobile app

47% 
Automated

European Airline
Mobile App

79.5%
Automation 
Blocked

Top 3 Retailer 
Web Login

91% 
Automated 

Source: F5 Credential Spill Report 2018



CAPTCHA invented in 1997 to stop bots



Every day, the world spends
17+ person years solving CAPTCHAs

Source: CMU Estimate



Metal CAPTCHA 🤘

Source: http://metalcaptcha.heavygifts.com (now offline)



Synthetic distorted text challenges



Synthetic distorted text challenges

Humans: 33% solve rate



Synthetic distorted text challenges

Humans: 33% solve rate
ML-Based OCR: 99.8% solve rate





CAPTCHA beating bot services



Sophisticated disinformation + 
Automated distribution = ?



Stage 1: Possibility
1 person can create 1 piece of convincing fake content

Stage 2: Democratization
1 million people can create 1 million pieces of convincing fake content

Stage 3: Automation
1 person can create 1 million pieces of convincing fake content

Stages of Disinformation Automation



How do we protect ourselves 
against deepfakes, deception, 

and disinformation?





In mid-2000s, 
people thought 

click fraud could 
derail online ads



Businesses need good AI to fight bad AI



As users: be skeptical, verify sources,
be aware of scams and techniques

“The price of liberty 
is eternal vigilance.” 

Thomas Jefferson



The real quote and author

“The condition upon which 
God hath given liberty to 
man is eternal vigilance.”

John Philpot Curran, 1790
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